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Page 26 of "Task Engagement and the Consistency of Pedagogical ContryTtfu .,

'should read as follows: ,
. .

Table 9 shows that there fewer actual interactions between learners it,, r

the learner-pressed ilasie-activity settings coded teacher-controlled inter-
action (247 of thdAe intervals contained subject-ot4,r learner inter-
action) tlan in those coded learner-controlled(327) but that the formei,
interacti ns were drastically low in task engagement-(417) and the latter
were higher (717,).

The 29'/.. printed instead of the 247. abov was originally a typo that I
then accepted in characterizing this as "only slightly,' fewerthan the
327. of the contrasted settings. The stronger contrast of the correct

percentages, ?4 and is more consistent with the claim that there were
different expectations for learner-learner interaction in these settings.

The data for the correction is available,in Table 9, .24 being the
result of dividing 174 into 10 ,

'1



Every pedagogy is cerArally concerned with the structuring of coriftsols

in the educotional environment. Plato and A.S. Neill alike attended to

who should have control over the subject matter of learning, the sequencing

of studies, students' interactions with leachers and with one another, the

materials of learning, the criteria of learning -in short, who should control

the aims and.conditions of education. A powerful approoch to the study of

educational environmentSshould he one that looks systematically at different

distributions of controls over the various elements of an educational environment,'

and that asks what consequences flow from these distributions.

The research this article will report focuses on the.relationships between

different combinations of teacher and learlisei controls and 'the learners' engage-

ment in their pr,incipal activities. The dependentvariable, "task engagement, "

is closely related to "pn -task and thus links.the research to a

variety of pa t"Gnd current studies of the conditions affecting, and the

significance of, learners' on-tas behavior.

The research began as a descriptive study of learners' behavior-in differently

structured classrooms, specifically to second grade classrooms of severol

contrast; g Project 'Follow Through models and a sponsor of classrooms outside
.

of Follow Through. Its put pose was to identify patterns and degrees of

"autonomy in ,learning." Behay. ior stream observations of children in the

different classrooms were recorded and subsequently analyzed The concepts

of control and task engagement were not clearly defined at the outset, but
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were grodually evolved From working back and Forth between the dato

ana theoretical considerations.

Operationalization of the concept of control

A basic assumption of this study is that the resemblances and differences

between classrooms that the 'sponsor of the; classrooms themselves appear to

think are important are clues to the variobles thot arc significant For the

participants in the classrooms. The strategy is not simply a cornparison

of classroom models as such, but rather a use of them to highlight variables

that should eventually prove to be as critical within the classruann os between

them.

At the most general level, control7-the exercise of authority and direction

by the teacher or the learnermanifestly concerns the sponsors of. Follow

Through .classrooms.* Some emphasize the prescription of instruction for learners,

while others stress learn\se ' initiative and resportubility., A first problem,

however, is that a dichotomous polarization of teacher and learner cordial might

invalidly represent the models. Open educators talk obout combining teachers'

initiative with learners' initiative, and behavior modification educotors discuss

-* Project Follow Through is a set of federally funded intervention programs
for children of low-income communities in grd3gs K-3. In 1970, when this
research began, there were some 25 different prograrns in Follow Through,
each a K-3 "model" with an institutional sponsor. The"planned variation" of
these models was meant to lend itself to comparative research. Macegby
and Zenner (27) interpret the rationale of the models; Rivlin and Timpone (33),
McDoniek (28) and Grannis (17) interpret the evaluation research.
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the learners' gaining control as a result of their mastering prescribed skills.

It is necessary to define degrees of teacher or learner control, and to determine

proportions of time that the learners in one or another classroom exercise

different degrees af control (36).

A second problem is that different aspects of the classrooms seem to.be t

connected to control, and that these aspects can vary independently. The

variables that the present report will concentrate on are the activity options open

fo a learner at a given time, the pacing of the learner's octivity, the

feedbaok available t9 the learner from materials, and the expectations for

interaction among learners. Other enviro'nmental variobles that can vary

independently include the initiation of an activity, its termination, the

specification of the step-by-step operations of the activity. and evaluotion

of the end result of the activity.

Of the many sources consulted ciuring.the course of the research, Gump

(19) and Bernstein (6) influenced most the resolution of these problems.

Gimp's analysis af classroom settings demonstrated the possibility of categorizing,

different macro- features of the context of a learner's behovior over brief time

Intervals. A teacher's or cri learner's' pacing of an activity, for exomple, might

be accomplished through a variety of specific behaviors. "Pacing" is a

general inference from these behaviors. Gump's strategy further entails

coding the "standing" or expected-over-time features of a setting, so that



one would decide from the available cues whether a teacher or a learner was

expected to pace the learner's activity, dis.tinguishing this from whether in

fact the learner's behavior conforme'd to this expectation at a giVen moment

in time. Similarly, options, accIpss to feedback from materials, and interaction

obetween'learners, could all be coded from the standpoint of the setting expectations

for behavior.

Bernstein's concept of "framing" suggested that virtually any aspect af'

a pedagogical situation could be construed as subject to the teochdr's or
/

the learner's Control, at least Within the external constraints on the variability

af the situation, If it is obvious that options, pacing, and interaction betwee'n

learners areimatters of control, the application of the concept to feedback

from materials renders explicit what is only implied in some pedagogical

rationales. The programming of instructional materials is indeed a deliberate

mechanism of control, but the provision of manipulative materials that lend

themselves
to a variety of a learner's operations only implies, even in the

statements of ?en educators, the assignment of-control over feedback from

materials.

The precipitate of all these consideration, was a decision to categerize-...,

the options, pacing, materials feedback, and interaction between learners

as controlled by the teacher, by the teacher and learner jointly, or by the

learnetr,"aver, successive brief intervals of the observation record of a child's

behavior stream. This synthesizes the two major techniques of ecolagicai
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psychology, the behavior setting and behavior stream observations (4). The

integration of these techniques with the control categories creates what might.'''

be called a "political ecology" of the educational environment.

The tri-parte distinction between teacher,- joint teacher and leasinet;

and learner control, is crucial to the resolution of the polarization problem. Con-

sider optjkons, 'Conceding that external factors limit options in any c.la.sroom,

one can still disting-yish between times when the teacher makes the choice

of an activity and times.whon the learner chooses unconditionally. Between

these extremes there is a region of limited or conditional choice; the learner

may haveleen assigned several activities, but with choice over

order; there may be several specified activities:from which the learner must

and moose; or the learner may choose when to engage in an activity
rya

that has a set completion time.

Next .4ons,ider the pacing of a learner's activity. the regulation of the

rate of inforination proces§ing and energy expenditure. conceding

external constraints, one can recognize time when o teacher is continuausly

present and making demands of some sari on the learner, time'when the

teacher regularly enters and lea\ ves the phenomenal ivicinity of the learner,

and time when the teacher is essentially absent from the learner's vicinity,

The analysis of materials feedback is especially revealing in these terms.

What is concerned .is control over confirmation of the correctness of the learner's

operations. Materials feedback appears to be controlled by the teacher if

no materials are available to the-learner or if the materials in use are symbolic



without explicit answers, for example, o worksheet posing problems but

not providing answers and not coordinated with manipulative material that

might supply_ confirmation to solutions of the problems. Materials feedback

con be said to be jointly controlled when materials incorporate printed answers, for

example, programmed workbooks with answers in the morgin; or when there

is material to copy, a comparison of the material to be copied with the product

providing feedback to the learner; or when manipulative materials furnish answers

to set questions, for example, Cuisenairerods coordinated with a worksheet.

In all these cases the learner has access to feedback without consulting the

teacher, but the teacher has restricted the feedback that is available. The

learner fully controls materials feedback when materials are available that

'confirm a variety of operations by the learner, ror example, paints, building

blocks, a hamster, to printing press, or Cuisenaire rods used in an exploratory

activity,

The cose.of an eXpOsitory book illustrates the _strong ambiguity of some

tviaterials from the standpoint o( feedback. While the book is, literally, symbolic

material without explicit answers, it can contain little or much contextual

feedback, depending on the,rer's ability to extract feedback (rom the

redundancy of-the encoded information (35). In thp present research "symbolic

witbout expli2it anssliers" was applied to book reading, but very few instances

of reading books were actually observed. Many more instances of another,

similarly ambiguous situation were encountered, the prese-tafion or material



like a film or pictures held up in front of o .gr31,1p. These situations were

omitted from the moteriols feedbock control categorization.

The question of who controls interaction between learners olso presents'.

difficulties. The teocher con be regorded os controlling learners' interoction

if the leorners ore prohibited from interottin9 with eoch other, during seotwork

or during o recitation when the learners ore expected to interoct only with the

teocher,or if the teocher completely regulotes the leorners' interoction, 'during

o ceremony or moss choral recitation. The learners' interaction con be

considered jointly controlled if the leorners 4.1re allowed to interoct, but

the octivity of eoch is to be completed indivicluolly. The' leorner has the

greotest contr I,in this woy of thi4ing, when differentioted interoction.

between leorners is e.ssentiol to the Octivit of two or more leorners, for

exomple in o construction project involving a division of lobor, or when

conversation is itself the leorners' principal octivity.:
. 1 .

An_olternctive, possibly more valid,knolysrs, would define teacher control' a

as above, but would define joint control iriterrre. of rules that shope, but do

not fully prescribe or proscribe learners' interoctions, for exulople irrstructional gotrpes

and formal peer Tutoring. This scheme would define learner control as the possibility.

of o Icorne,r's interacting or not with other leorners os he or \khe ciooses. It is

the first set of distinctions thot hos been used in the research this orticte presents.

As wos stilted of the beginning of this explitation, the control of options,

pocing, materials feedback, and interoction between le o2-ptrs con vary indeperwiwitly,
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from very early in the research, however, the investigator sensed an overall

tendency for these controls to vary together, and at the same time the

occurrence or marked inconsistencies among the controls in certain situations.

The analysis of the effects of different combinations of the controls, therefore,

cam* to be defined as an examination of the consequent es of consistency or

inconsieency of the controls. Some of the ramifications of this will be outlined

in a discussion of a theory of congruence following the presentation of the results

of the analysis.

Task engagement as an outcome variable

The long range purpose of this research is to identify the pedagogical conditions

that best foster learning and development. Research conducted durtng the

several decades prior to Project Follow Through left undwided the question of how

different controls affect achievement on written tests (13,26, 34, 39). This

same research, however, Ligeected that more divergent aciiiievement, and independent

°ref cooperative behavior within the learning environment, were promoted by what

one reviewer called "dispersion of the teacher'sAocial powe and emotional

acceptance" (16). All of the Follow Through models were committed to enhancing

children's achievement, and some were cit least equally concerned with the

broader, more developrnentally'construed range of educational goals.' the

grilater variety of Clas.,loom environments in Follow through than were available

for pre,kious research invited further advances on the problem.

The present research was designed to examine exclusively the learners' conduct

of their classroom activity, focusing on this as both important in its own right and
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essential to the pursuit of any goal. The investigators' specific interest ih patterns

of autonomy lay directly behind the -decision to use behavior stream observation,

that is, observatiorsoriented to the immediately goal directed, intentional

activity of the learner (41). Of course, virtually any behavior could be

4 I .1.
construed in the subsequent analysis subsumed under goals at one hierarchical

N
level or another. For thepresent purpose, however, it made sense tcistart

)w;tn the goals that the participants in e classroom talked about as defining

its principal ectivities, activities that might b'e assigned ty a lea ner or that the

learner might de9pre he or she elects. When this coordination was attempted,

and the anolisis attended to the initiation, termination, and suspension or

interruption of these activities, a second, structurally inferior class of

activities became apparent. Main activities usually began earlier, terminated

later, and occupied more time thanthe afternorrve activities that permeated

cm interrupted them. As it turned out, the main activities of the,ckficiren

observed averaged approximately 15 minutes elapsed time, while the alternative

oCtivities averaged approximately 2 1/2 minute-, elapsed time.

The category 'rnoin task behavior' has been applied to all behaior that

contributes to, or belongs to, the activities that are recognized as having

priority in the observed learner's behavior stream record. This includes

provisioning for the tasl., gaining perspective on the task by cornporin9 progress

with other [earners, and seeking or giving directiorr for the trill, from or to

cv)other learner or the tent:het, n: currying out tii hid, in
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direct sense. The category 'alternative task lot havior' has been applied to

oll behavior that is competitive with main task behavior. It could be passive,

a3 1n waiting, resting, ar gazing, or it could be directed more actively toward

'on alternative goal; for example the go& of helping another learner with his

spelling, as an alternative to the learner's awn arithmetic task. The latter

example clearly indicotes thot csiternative octivi y is not being construed in

the same way that "off task" is after construed to mean activity not-sanctionedt
by the teacher.. While such a'usage might be 'applicable to teacher controlled

activities, it becomes invalid in those situations where the learner sancWons

his own activity, having to regard only the most basic covenants of-the

learning environment. In the example abOye, spelling would became the

learner's principal activity at the point when the 'learner terminated his

arithmetic activity in favor of spelling.' Up to this Point, the designation of

the spelling as an alternative activity is meant not to judge the spelling

moralistically, but to be an index of the power of the arithmetic setting for

sustaining the learner's engagement in arithmetic.

The concept of task engagement implies involvement . In u separate

Jota collection conducted to pursue some of this project's questions at the

time, Greene and Logan (18) coordinated ratings of learners' affective arousal,

or involvement,. with Moyer and Cosey's (30) simultaneous observation of the

same learners' interactions with the teacher, other learners, and materials,

in classrooms of the three follow Through programs represented in the rw.t,firch



being reported here.* The abservations af the interactions included judgm'ents

as to whether the learners' behavior toward the teacher, ether learners, and/or
....../

materials, were these expected in the setting--a standpoint very close tot

the main task/altemative task distinction of the present inquiry. It was

found that involvement correlated positively with expected behavior in all of

9 basic types of classroom settings observed. Greene and Logan argued that

expected ar,an-task activity is more likely to l-Se involving than off-task

activity because it is usually more developed, and that its development is

a consequence of its considerably longer duration. fhis links task engagement

with that affective interprItation of involvement that is generally assumed

to be necessary for the accomplishment of developmental educational goals

(21, 23). st
From a learning standpoint, the significance of task engagement is similar

to that presumed by all definitions at an-task behavior. Carroll's model of school

learning defines as its central variable "time during which the person is

oriented to the learning task and actively engaged in learning" (9). Bloom

has operationalized this as "time on tusk," or the ratio of total active learning

time to total allocated exposure time. re reports that

..indices of the amount of time the student is spending directly
on the learning (either overt or covert) are highly predictive of
the learning achievement of the student, The correlations

*Bonk Street, University of Kansas, University of Oregon.
See below, p. 12 ff.

I
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17
n corrected far reliability account far about three

fths of the achievement variation of students #: 686).

In the present study Hite learners' task engagement under specified canditians

A

of control is aperatianalized as the ratio of main task activity to main task

activity and alternative task activity combined. The analysis yields

a task engagement percentage for each.of the combinations of contrals examined.

go
Sample

Twenty children, one boy-and one girl in each of 10 second grade class orpr

were epch abserved aver the course of a single school day between February

and June 1971. All of the classrooms had been recommended as valid exemplars

of one or another educational program. Eight of the classrooms were ir.-wed

in Project Follow Through, three of these sponsored by the University of Oregon
1

(Siegfried Engelrnann and1/4Wesley Becker), the by Bank .5i-feet College of

Eiducation (Elizabeth Gilkeson), and two by the Lttriersity of Kansas (Donald
.'

c Bushell). Two classrooms were sponsored by the Creative Teaching Workshop

(Floyd Page), at that time an agency of the Educatian Development Center

outside the sphere of Foilow Through. All 10 of the clossrooms were located

In predominantly low-income neighborhoods.

The Oregon program combines so-called traditional classroom methods with

behavior modification practices. It emphasizes the learning of generalizable

concepts and skills through a mixture of teacher-paced, programmed small group

recitations, and learner-paced, in-class written assignments, the "take homes",

so named because they are taken home after they hove been successfully completed.



Much of the day is devoted to DISTAR reading, language, and arithmetic
-

instruction; while the remainder of the day is determined by local curriculum

priorities.

The Kansas program is characterized as 'behavior analysis". Kansas

stresses the learning of reading, handwriting and arithmetic concepts and skills,

but through each child's progressing individually through programmed wa books.

It uses a reinforcement system in which the child receives tokens far approved

performances and spends the tokens at least, once o day on elected activities,
°

typically construed by the children themselves as "play" in contrast to the

"work" of the earn

Bank 'Street offers a "cognitive-social development" or "interactive" program.

The program is equally concerned with the intellectual, the social, and

the esthetic development of child. It relates riot only formal instruction,

but creative activity, conversation , and games (as does Oregon to a lesser

extent) to the teaching of skills and concepts, sometimes through the use of

..,,integrative themes for the class's activities as n whole.

In theory, the Creative Teaching Workshop classrooms are more oriented

to the individual child's exploration of ion object-laden learning environment,

by comparison with Bank Street's historical emphasis on the classroom as a

miniature society. However, one df the C.T.W. teachers observed had been

trained at Bonk Street, and, conversely, Bank Street has been heavily influenced

:n recent years by the object orientation of thr. English infant school. Thy.

Creative Teaching Workshop explicitly identifies itself with open education.



ThiS\selection Of programs we's intended to provide a variety of presumably

well functioning classroom environments, differing especially in the structuring

of the learner's activity. Though the Crebtive Teaching Workshop classroOrns

contained just one teacher, supplemented briefly in one case by O student

teacher, each of the Follow Through classrooms was staffed by two to four

paid teachers and aides throughout the day; thus the study clearly does not

purport to reflect the proportions of time children spend under different degrees

of adult control in second grade clsIssroorns generally, Most of the analysis
7

asks what regularities occurred in association with specified degrees of teacher

or learner control. For this purpose the selection cope s to have been

appropriate.

In each classroom the head teacher was asked to withdraw from a list

of the children who might be observed individi Ily c ry child who she thought
rY

should not, for a special reason such as the child's not speaking English, be

observed. One boy and one girl were then chosen at random for the behavior

stream observations. Parents'. permissions for these observations hod been

obtained for all the children in advance of,this selection. The children and

teachers were not told what selection resulted, though they usually became

aware of it by the end of a day's observation.

The children were all 7 or 8 years old at the time of the observation.

Their reading ability appeared to range between struggling to decode s 1 r.

grade material and fluency with.third grad?. material f he behavior streom

ti
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records demonstrate thsd.,4Os with any 20 school children, their temperaments

and learning styles varied considerably, within as well as acrass classroom;

and programs., The regularity of their behavior as.a function of setting should

thus be all the more striking".

Procedure

Z.--) The behavior stream observations of the children in o given classroom were

conducted on one day during a week in which tile research team also obtained

ta behavior stream obseotion of the headry teacher, behavior setting observations

.of the clasVoom, and videotapes ot.selected settings in the classroom. In

this way several sources of information could be brought to bear on the subsequent

coding of the control conditions fol., the behavior streams.

A team of 5 or 6 observers conducted the behavior stream observations of

the children, taking turns so Act, except when observers were replacing one

another, there-we,re always two, but not more than two, observers in the

classroom at a given time. The children were told that the observers would

be talking into recorders in order to keep notei\on the tlossroom. The children

were asked to praceed with their usual day, and the observers then became

es uninteresting os possible. Unsolicited comments by the teachers following

the observations, 'and a subsequent analysis of the behavior stream transcripts

for evidence of the children's watching the observers, established that the*-

observations were satisfactorily unintrusive.

The behavior stream observation tapes for children were transcribed
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into typescripts. A mechanism had been installed in each tape recorder to

signal 60 second intervals to the typists. The first step in,coding Was subdividing,

these units into 30 second itlitetvals by counting the typed lines for each minute

and arbitrarily designating each half Of them as 30 seconds. Since the procedure

did not subsequently sample events at second intervals, but rather coded

evenh aver 30 second intervals, it does not present any special problems for
1

the analysis. A totol of 9797 coded 30 second intervols resulted. The average
\I"t

number of minutes coded for a child. was 245, or (ust over four hours observed
60e-

time in the classroom. The longest time was olmost six hours and.the Shortest

slightly more than three.

a

A variety of codes derived from ecological psychology (3, 19, 41) and

classroom interaction analysis ,29) were applied to each 30 second intervol
)

of the transcripts. Of the categories that have been used' in the present anolysis,

some remain in their original for -in, and others represent condensations of the

categories first used.

The following are the categories employed in the present analysis:

Activity concern: bosic subject (readingpwriting, spelling, handwriting, oral
language development, arithnletic), enrichment subject (science, social studies,
art or crafts, cooking, music, show and tell, fantasy play,, board games, object
play, construction); environment maintenonce (transition, physical exercise,
eating, toileting, cleonup).

Options: teacher (closed); joirlt (partial); "leorner (open).

Pacing: teocher (teocher present in setting); jcrint (teacher regularly in and out);
eorner (teocher-absent from setting). r

t

Materials feedback: teacher (none); joint (restricted); learner (unrestsricted).
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Interaction between learners: teacher (prescribed or pr scribed interaction); joint
(Separatg tasks, interaction allowed); learner (co-operOtive task).

Task orientation: main task (dominant in be.trhavior stream); alternative task,
(competitive in behavior streaM).

Each coding judgment was based on the categoof that applied best totht
t .

majority of transcript lines in a 30.second itAerval, Task orientation, for -
r

example, was code'd 'alternative task' only if more than half the lines

represented alternative behavior. J

The application of theseocodes every 30 seconds presents a special problem

for the statistical analysis. The observations with respect to each variable

are interdependent from one 30 second interval to the next throughout each

activity, not simply as a function of coder judgment, but because these

intervals were sequential in real time. This is most b t in the case ofmost

which was determined from the cirizurnst nces at the initiation of an

Pacing, materials feedback, interaction between learners, and, of course,

episode.

task orientation, could and did change within an activity, and changed

independently of one another. But even these changes were recogn. el ed as occurring

'over phases of an activity or episode, not in 30 second intervals taken one

at a time. Except for task orientation (or not in the same senseas follows)

these codes all have to do with tf conditions and expectotions of and for the

learner during his activity. From a tatistical standpoint, the identification

of persisting patterns in the learner s environment is equivalent to orienting

to Mcirkov chains in the data, an it enhances the possibility of prediction
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in the same way that the identificatiOn of Markov chains increases this

capability in.interaction analysis generally (5). At the same time, the existence

of the chains places restrictions on the statistical inference{ that can be

drown in the type of analysis required to examine task engagement
(

under different combinations of pedagogical conditi6ns. The sheer
or

percentages of time occupied in various ways have been resorted to to provide

limited arswers to the reseal-al question. The only significance test used, Kehdall's

coefficient of rank correlation, makes no assumptions that are not met in the data.

b
Reliability

Observer reliability was only established informally during the investigators'

training in behavior.,stream observations prior to the data collection. Kaminsky

/ 6
mode an ex post facto study of the reliability of the teacher behavior stream

observations by matching segments of the observation records against segmenh

of videotape recordings that had been obtained at the same time. The content

of the observation record was thus compared to the actual data which the

tape provided.

Prior to the comparison decisions were made as to the information
which would be required for accurate analysis. Molecular behavior
of the teacher, such as touching .he? hair, tapping a pencilrand other
unconscious actions, were disregarded as irrelevant. For six
observers a range of .83 to .93 agreement was obtained for at.least
one half hour of matched tape and observation record. In all cases
where discrepancies occurred it was in omission rather than in
misrepresentation (24: 87-88).

As it was more. difficult to hear children's conversations in the classroom

than teache i an only be presumed that the observer reliability For the
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I

child beFia'4io, stream observations, was somewhat lower than* .far the.

leacher obseryptions.

Ira.,
Coder rikkrability is reported here far the three coders who, between them:,

410.)

coa'ed atr.fhe child behavior stream observation records. The procedure

used to compute r took A's coding as criteria'. One hundred-and twenty (120)

30 second intervdls of transcript, representing all four programs, were coded

for this reliability test.

Variable
A

A/B A/C

Options .87. .86
Pacing .97 1.00 0'
Materials Responsiveness .83 .97
Interaction between learners .84 ."67*
Activity concern .82 1.00
Task elentatlon .94 .93

RESULTS

Teaching-learning conditions.observed in the four programs.

Table 1 shows that each of the five pedagogical variables discriminated

in a meaningful way between programs. The small group recitations in the

Oregon program are reflected in the exceptionally high proportion of time

during which interaction between learners was totally prescribed, and

"This reliability was obtained before final coding commenced. The particularly
low agreement between A and C For interaction between learners reflected C's
different interpretation of the definitions of the categorie.;,,.which were immediately
resolved. Theiftoders subsequently conferred on all.difficUlt decisions throughout
the several months of the coding.



Table 1

Percent of total time learners in each program

Total

1.

were observed under each

number of 30 second intervals

Options

condition

81(.31'. C.T.W. Kan. Ore.
301 7

76%.
19;0

5%

013

3431

40
11%

47'

1744

54
Z13

41a

1615

88 3:

653

013

T, Cl?sed
J, Partial
L, Open
Not codable

2. Pacing
-17-iTacher present in setting 35% 37% 21% 51%

J, Teacher in and out 9% 11% 45% 7%':
L, Teacher absent From setting 56% 52%. 34% -.42%

3. Materials feedback
T, No feedback . .48% 51%

_
47% 64%

J, Restricted feedback 5% 0% _ 21% 7%
L, Unrestricted feedback 24% 35% 11% 9%
Not applicable or not codable 23% 14% .21% 20%

4. Interaction between learners 'A

T, Prescribed or proscribed 31% 29°/3 21% 66%
J, Separate tasks, allowed 58% 55% 76% 33%
L, Co-operative task,essentiai 11% 16% 3% 1%

5. activity concern
Basic subject: 46% 41% 65% .76%

Enrichment subject 41% 50% 23% 13%

Environment maintenance 13% 9% 12% 11%

6. Task orientation
Main task activity 86% 84% 78% 86%
Alternative task activity 14% 16% 22% 14%

3
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.4 .

I

r also ip the Oregon teachers' pacing learners' activity and controlling 1

materials feedback the\highest percentage of time. The children's control
41,

over the order in,which they completed their "take homes" is reflected in

$
the substantial portial optiggs. percentage for the Oregon program.

An entire clas s changed workbook areas at the same time in the Kansas

classroir, the children rotating-through the tables in a fixed order. Thus

the children in the Kansas program spent the highest proportion f time under

teacher controlled options, the exceptionlo this being the time they were

presented with a choice of activities during the "spend periods." Medium

pacing and restricted feedback occurred the highest proportions of times

in the Kansas classrooms, though not os strongly as might be/xpected.

In one of the Kt:Issas classrooms the teacher and

interact with single learners for.several minutes

learners were virtually left to pace themselves,

her assistants tended to

at a time, so thot the remaining

in both of the Konsos classrooms

the restricted feedback that/vl.% supposed to be available in programmed

workbooks was not fort"

observed.

or ,hadr been removed, for part of the time

I

The Bank Street old Creative Teaching Workshop classrooms were

distinguished less from each other than from the Kansas and Oregon classrooms.

The-children observed in the first two program spent higher proportions of time

under the conditions bf open options, 'learner pacing; unrestricted mdleriak.

feedbcick, and co-operative interaction between learners. The Ron

Street and Creative Teaching Workshopchildre'n spent less time in the basic

.4

-'I
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subject octivities, reading, writing, spelling, lalguage, and arithmetic,

thon the chj Idren in the Kansas and Orega'n classrooms.

the overoll sensitivitA of theaariables to distinctive features of the

progroms-sUpports the validity of the obserOrn and coding procedures.

The Fnerally. infrequent occurrence of jointly controlled pedagogicol

conditions should be noted:
1

The lower main task orientation, lie., main task engagement percentoge,

for the Konsas children rais s the question of whether the figure is peculiarr 6

to these children, or reflects o pattern that occurs across all th classrooms, but

disproportionately in the. Kansas clossroorns.

2. Tosk engagement, A a function of different combinations of controls.

These anolyses include only basic subject and enrichment subject

octivities. 7272 30 second intervals of these octivities, or 74% of the total

volume of the coded child behovior stream tronscripts, were coded teacher

controlled, jointly controlled, or learner controlled, for each of ,the four

pedogogicol control voriables.
+Na

Toble 2 displays the tosk engogement percentages for each of the control

variables and the octivity concern voriable when the remaining of these

variables ore held ccnstont. It can be seen that there is no consistent trend

from high to low task engagement through the successive categories of ony

of the control voriables. The meon task engogement for enrichment

activities is higher thon for bosi4; activities, 88"/-Aornj)a.red with 84%.
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Table 2

Mean task engagment far each
separate pedagogical condition

Control conditions: T j
Pctcing n 3043 967 3262

8-1% 82%

Options n 4558 821 4 893
e 84% 83% 90%

Materials feedback \-1 4745 730 1797,

84% 82% 90%
. .

Interaction between learners n 3226 3569 477
e 89% 81% 92%

Activity corgern: B E

4983 2289
z 84% 88%

Grand mean: 11 7272
' 6 35%
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The analyses that vary the control categories are somewharcornplicated,

and will be presented in several stages to make their structure clearer.

Table 3 does not distinguish between bask and enrichment activities, and

considers only three of the control variables. It shows the total number of

30 second intervals each combination of the options, pacing, and materials

feedback categories was observed, and, where this total is more than 20

intervals, the percentage of the time that the learners exhibited main task

*ngogement .4'. Here the possibility of an interaction among the control

variables is apparent. Consider the four combinations that were observed

Insert Table 3 about here

*In this and the subsequent tables the engagement percentages for combinations
that have fewer than 20 observations are not displayed. These percentages
are more erratic than those for the combinations that have more than 20 observations,
and they confuse the patterns that can otherwise be discerned in the tables.
Nonetheless, all the data are used in the consistency calculations that follow.

fir



fable 3

Number of 30 second intervals and mean main task engagement

for each comblnatIon of the controls of pacing, options, and materials feedback in basic and enrichment activities combined

OT

_

0
J

0
L

I
\

'MT 1 MJ
ML MT

Mj ML MT
Mj

MI,

2

.

2 3 2 3 4

2628 12

.92

125,

.76

P 404 210 107

.70 ,96

p 714 294

.65 .98

z

II

2

5

13

15 234 24

1,00

60 17 156

.86

3 2 1

492 119 117 238 ,95 1129

.79 .81 .92

= degree of inconsistency

y = number of 30 second intervals observed

= main task engagement, or main task over

main task plus alternative task

orientation

.94 ,94 .90

ti

2
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. ,

most frequently: PTOTMT (teacher pacing, teacher options, teacher

materials feedback); PLOLML (learner pacing, learner options, learner

raterials feedback); PLOT MT (learner pacing, teacher options,

teacher materials feedback); ond PLC:b-MT (Learner pacing, joint options,

ocher materials feedback). The task engagement percentages for these

mbinations respectively are 92%, 90%, 65%, and 79%. Whatfour

the e data suggest is that the consistency with pacing of options and

materials feedback affects the tosk engagement percentage.

To examine such an interaction further. an inconsistency formula

has been devised. A value of 1 is assigned to the teacher category of

each control variable, a value of 2 to the joint category, ond a value

of 3 to the learner category. The inconsistency ofthe control of options

and materials Feedback with the control of pacing is the sum of the

absolute differences between'the pacing value and each of the other two

control values. For PTOTMT the inconsistency is 0, for PLOLML it is 0;

for Pi OTMT the inconsistency is 4, and for PLO JMT it is 3. The inconsistency

of each control combination, ranging from 0 to 4. is indicated in the upper

.right hand corner of the coricsporeni-, cell in Table 3.

The next step in this analysis is to obtain the mebn engagement

percentage for oil the combinations of each inconsistency. For the three

combinations with 0 inconsistency the mean task engagement is

91%, The eight combinations having an brtconSistency of 1 hove o

mean task engagement of 90%. The mean engagement for the
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combinations of,inconsistency ? is 83%. For inconsistency 3 it is

lk
p8%, and for inconsistency 4 it is 66%.

Tables 4 and 5 break down the data of Table 3 for basic and

enrichment activities separately.

Insert lables 4,arid 5 about here

Applying the same calculations as before, quite different results

are obtained for the different activity concerns. For basic activities,

the trend discerned in Ttle 3 is strengthened.° Combinations with.,

inconsistency of 0 have 94% task engagement, those with inconsistency

1 have 88%, for inconsistency 2 task engagment is 81%, for 3 it is 78%

and for 4 it is 64%. For enrichment activities, on the other hand,

the trend dissipates. For the combinations of 0, 1, 2, and 4 degrees

of inconsistency, the respective task engagements are 88%, 98%, 86%,

and 91%. (Inconsistency 3 was obs'erved for only 10 ;intervals.)

Table 6 summarizes these first three consistency calculations,

Somewhat offsetting the discrepant findings -above, Table 6 also

Insert Table 6 about here 4



Table 4

Number of 30 second iritervals and mean task engagement for each combination of the controls of pacing, options,

and materials feedback in basic activities,

iJ

.94

OT o

MJ Ml MT "AJ

12

1 2 1

9:1 2

.74

2 2

400 p 210

.70 ,85

691 , 294

,64 .77

z

1

3

3

8

OL

MT M.)

147

.91

489 119

,79 .81

degree of inconsistency

v number of 30 second intervalrobserved

= main task engagement, or main task over.

main task plus alternative task orientation

2

3

1

4

17 37

2

215

1.00

1 0

95 , 87

.493 .94 .95

2



Table 5

Number of 30second intervals and mean task engagement for each combination of the controls of pacing, options,

and materials feedback in enrichment activities,

0 j OL

MT
M J Ml

L

23

.83

2

32

102

,96

_1- .1
4 ' 3 2

61

.90

10'

3

1

3

0

58

.96

.98

3

1

1

87

.71

23

.1.00

2

2

4

1

119

.82

1042

.89

x W degree of inconsistency

y = number of 30 second intervals observed

z:::Ingin task engagement, or main task over

main task plus alternative task orientation

AP

0

i`

0 0

I
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Table 6

Summary of analysis of engagement percentages as a
function of degrees of inconsistency in the control
of pacing, options, and materials feedback.

,

Inconsis-
tency

0

1

2

3

2

3

4

0

;F)
ott-

1

Engage-
ment

.91

30 second
Intervals

3757

Percent
of Time

Number of
Cells

.90 512 .07

.83 1464 .20 10

.78 801 _11 4

66 738 ,10 2

.94 2076 .42 3

.88 388 .08 8

1036 '.21 10

.78 791 .16 4

.64 692 .14 2

.88 1681 .73 3

:98 124 .05 8

.86 428 .19 10

10 4.00

.02- 2.91 46

Intervals
per Cell

1252

64

146

1 200

369

692

. 46

104

198

346

i

560

, 16

43

3

.le 23
1,
L

To test the relationship betwenthe predicted and the observed rnnk
orders of the engagement, Kelhll's coefficient of rank correlation has

been computed. For both Basic and Enrichment Activities Combined and

Basic Activities Separately, = 1.00, p < .01.

(-) j.
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shows that the mote consistent combinations were useda much greeter

, proportion of the time in enrichment activities then in,basic

activities. Combinations with inconsistencies of 2,3, or 4occurred

only 21% of the total time enrichment adtiyities.Were observed,

whereas these combinations occurred 51% of the time basic activities

were observed. This tendency for inconsistent...settings to be.'found'

more in basic activities than in enrichment activitiesbecomes sti)1

more apparent when the total-obServed.time for'eachdeg'ree Of,-

inconsistency is divided by the number of,combinations potentially

contributing to this total time. Tabie 6 includes tbe results 6f these

, .

calculations. It can be seen that in enrichment activities the k ,'
. ., .

average time observed in the 3 combinations .With-incoilsistency of

0 was at leait 10 times as much as average ttiMe.in the combina4pns.

e.. .

with any greater degree-of inconsistency.:' BY.contraSt, the average.:

time in the basic activity combinationl with inconsistency of .0 was
_

only twice as much as the-average in the basic actiVity:combinatons

with an inconsistency df 4.

Indeed, the trend in the -basic activities is for the average

time in a combination_to increase'steadiTy_from inconsistency 1

through inconsistency 4, so that a bi-modal distribution of average

time obtains between combinatipns of inconsistency 0.and of inconsistency

4. No such tendency exists for the enrichment activities, and, thus

the tendency is only weakly present in the distribution of time

for basic and enrichment activities together.
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A,Closer inspection of Tables 4 and 5 elucidate.; these patterns

still'further: In-the basic activities data the task engagement

patterns' are striking., There is,a dramatic deterioration of task
..-,.:, ..

. .
.

.

. . ,

engagement as teacher control' of options andlnaterrais feedback- is

. ,

maintained,antthe'control of_pacing shifts,froulthe teacher, through.
, . '

joint control, to the. learner. There-is then a steady return" to

(high engagement as options and.materials feedback become more consis-

tent with:learner pacing.' Inconsi-stency does not. discriminate,

,
.

.

however, among the severa\ , observed.basic,acti'vities.timbination

that include fully learner controlled options., All of these have

task engagement's between 91.%;and 1001,,

Al:Most-all the enrichment activities observed occurred' either' in,
,s.

, .

i
'settings

.- . .. , ..

settings Which had 'manipulative materials and were learner or joirit-
d.'

-

ly teacher :and-learneT paced, or in settings which provided no m4te-
,

rialt -feedback and:were teacher paced, More generally for enrich-:

ment aCtiiiities'thah in the case of basic actiyites,the consistency
L

of options with Materials feedback and pacing, as distinguished from
.

the consistency between-' the latter two variables alone,appears

have,,made no difference to task engagement.' The functioning .of,op-

:tions will be taken up further following two other analyses.

;Table v:addresses the question ofwhether the patterns in 'basit -

:--
activities obtain equally for alajour_progxams observed.., Where7che,'

number of 30 second intervaai obserVe&for a given program in a given

. Insert Table 7 abOut-here
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. Table 7

Number of 30 second intervals and mean task engagement for each

combination of the controls of pacing, options, and materials

feedback in basic activities for the four programs 'separatelx.

MT

pT

mj MT

413 28964

1143 76. 92

.94 .93 .74

..20 62

.90 .45

J

25 293 208'

.80 .73. .85

139 183 141

.77 .62

165 204 161 113 341

61 60, .80 72 .81

Bks, (74 A

1

Kan.

oj

ML

119 28

.89 1.00

80

71

39

1.00

26

.96

38

82

205

93



combination was 20 or more, this number and the task,engagement

percentage are entered. The data for Bank Street, the Creative

Teaching Workshop, Kansas, and Oregon, are entered in clockwise

order beginning in the upper left hand corner of etch cell in the

table. It will be recalled that the children observed in the Kansas

classrooms exhibited thee lowest percentage of main task engagement

of any of the children observed. From Table 7 it does not appear

\

'

that there was a general tendency for the Kansas children torhave

been less engaged in the

sas children's main task

main tasks of equivalent settings. The Kan-

engagementresponded quite systematically

to the variations in control that have been the focus of the analysis.

so far. Overall, the structure of the conditions, more than the

particular subsets of children involved, seem to account more for the

patterns in the data; although the many gaps in the data make this

a highly tentative conclusion.

The last analysis examines the effects on task engagement'of con

sistency or inconsistency among all four of the control variables,

pacing, options, materials feedback, and interaction between learners.

There is not enough variation in learnen interactida in the enrich-

ment Activities data to throw light on the, problem, so only the data

for basic activities will be presented. Table 8 displays the distri-

butions of ,30 :second interAls and main task engagements for the dif-

Insert Tables 8 and 9 about here



Tab le 8

Number of 30 second intervals and mean task engage nt for each c mbination of the controls of pacing, optickns,engage

feedback, and inte ion between learners, in basic activities.

H1

I

1982

.94

PT 11 7

I
L

Mj

12

MT

2

92

.74

2

adilgya*

2

3

3 2

73

,74

4

J J
327

.69

1 494

J .61

58

38

2

208

.8S

3 2

63

,66

231

.79

S

4

3

2

3

3

2 1-

3

132

73

357

.82

3

1

2'

5

4

3

0J

MJ

4

115

.80

3 74

5

2

roam,

145

,9t

2

12

3 4

3

0

4

3

2

1

2

24

40

,93

2

2

1

3

12

150

.93

53

,92,_

3

1

37

1,00

2 1

2

2

46 66

.89 .94

2 1 0

49 21

.98 1..00



Table 9
Analysis of engagement as a function of degrees
of inconsistency in.the-c-Ontroi;of pacing,
options, materials feedback, and interaction
between learners in basic activities. *

Inconsis-
tency

Engage=
ment

30 second
intervals

0 .94 j 2003

'.89 347

2 .80 746

3 .84'- 395

4 .83 663

5 .6( 689

6 .61 139 1

* To test the relationship between the predicted and
the observed rank orders'of the engagement, Kendall's
coefficient of rank correlation has been computed.

= .81, p < .01

4 .



ferent control combinations'. Tablp 9 shows the mean Main task engage-

ment percentage for each degree of inconsistency between the control

of pacing and the control of. options, materials feedback, and inter-

action between learners. For inconsistencies of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

and_6 degrees respectively, the main task engagements are 94%, 89%,

80%, 84%, 83%, 64%, and 61%. Inspection of Table 8 reveals that the

relative consistency with pacing of interaction between learners is

.found with higher engagement percentages in six of the nine compari-

sons that can be made between otherwise equivalent combinations.

The finding that control of optons does not appear to interact

with pacing to affect task engdgement as strongly as do the other

two control variables invites further prbbing of the data. It is

possible to identify and inspect the.behavior-stream transcript mate:-

rial repreSented in each cell of one or another of the,dnalyses. One

of the combinations that is most discrepant from the general pattern

for basic activities is PTOLM
T'

for which the task engagement of 91%

is unexpectedly high (Table 4). Four activities are found to account

for most of the time in this cell, Two of them involved the girl

and the boy in one of the classrooms, at a time when the teacher

asked, "Which children need a math lesson in 101s?" Both subjects

werd among the 10 whn volunteered, whereupon they participated in a

lesson the teacher conducted at the blackboard. A third activity

concerned a child who took a story she had written to the teacher,

which the teacher then, read and discussed with thil child. And in

the fourth episode, a learner went to the teacher to have the teacher
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write down a story that he dictated to her, and the teacher then dis-

cussed the story with him. In all, four'of these cases, the learne 5

seem to have exercised their options to satisfy a clearly defined
.

.

need for instruction, help or feedback from the teacher. The teacher's

response then took place under conditions that were coded as teacher

controlled, though one might particularly question this in the case

of the child dictating a story.

The enrichment. activities in PJOTML and.PLOTML (Table 5) appear

to be reciprocals to the cases noticed above. In the cases now in

qu

bt

stion the tasks prescribed for the learners seem to have been

ac ivities that the learners would have elected for themselves. They

include the following: two different instances of Show and Tell being

prescribed for a class and the observed child'shaving brought an
O.%

object which the child is
!

taking around to classmates during the

time represented; a ersolOng activity to which a child was assigned

because it was her tur a child's being assigned to work on a vol-
-

cano construction and wting project that the child had already

started as,alfree choi

ecology pot t

time, but.whigb

an earlier time; a child's working on an

the only activity available for her at the

shown, various signs of anticipating while

she-completed her basic 'activities Glasswork for the day; and a child's
.

participating in a sOciodramo initiated by the teacher. but very much

controlled by the children in both content and process once the

interaction bad.gotten.underway. In all of these cases a teacher as-

f\



signed a child to an activity in which the child'controlled both the

pacing and the materials feedback.

A different aspect of the functioning of options is illustrated.

by the basic activities in PLOLMT(Table 41, another combination for

which the task engagemehtis higher than the inconsistency of the

controls leads one to expect. It turns out that in every case the

children defined the task in such a way that thebserved child re-

ceived substantial feedback from one or more other children, which

feedback then made up for the lack of materials feedback. A child

selected a story book, brought it.to another child 1n the reading

corner, and read it to that child. In another activity, the observed

child and four others organized a spelling test at, the blackboard;

one child read the words, the subject and the three others wrote

them on the board, and then the child with the book marked the spel-

ling on the bOard right or wrong. Two children, one of them the ob-.

served,Aold their teacher, "We're going to write," and proceeded to

write stories side by side, frequently looking at each other's writ-

ing as they .progressed." Another two children decided to write a

story abodt an airforce they had built, and proceeded to write in a

manner similar, to the children just described. Because of the sepa-

rate tasks involved in the story writing episodes, they were coded

"teacher and learner jointly controlled" interaction between learners.

Nonetheless, they involved nearly as much interaction as the formally

cooperative tasks in the first two episodes.

0
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These cases contrast sharply with most'of those in PLOTNT and in

P 0
T T
M_ The activities of these latter combinations tended

\ .
very heavily to be workbook dnd worksheet exercises, or papgr and pen-

cil tasks prescribed Am thg.blaekboard. .Under these conditions the

children in allof tke programs except Bahk Street rarely interacted

over the content of their tasks, although they frequently compared

what page_or item they were on. The few exceptions to thi4 included

Bank Street children's consulting each other on their separate tasks,

which explains the higher main task engagement percentages for Bank

Street in the cells in question. Indeed, almost all cases of children

resorting to each other for substantive feedback in basic activities.

were observed in the Bank Street classrooms, and thus appear to be
.-

deliberate implementations of the Bank Street.miidel.

The significance of options has turned out to be more complex than

the consistency question presumed. Either a teacher or a learner

can exercise his option so as to orient an activity to the control of

the other, as well as to obtain or secure control of feedback for

himself. The teachers used their options more for basic than for .en-

richment activity., For the activities that they paced themselves

they tended to.maintain control over both materials feedback and in-

teraction between learners. For the activities the teachers pre-

scribed for learcrier pacing, however, they tended to provide or.foster

consistent materials feedback and learner interaction if the activity

concern was an enrichment subject, but they varied considerably in

the extent to which they established these conditions for basic sub-

4 3



ject activities. The task engagement differences betyken programs

can be traced largely to these variations in teachers' provisions for

prescribed learner paced activities. The learners tended to usl their ,

open options for enrichment activities, though they elected basic

activities somewhat more in the Bank Street classrooms. Whether They

chose basic or enrichment activities, however, Ihe learners in all

four programs tended to select, or form, appropriate mateiials

feedback and/or learner interaction conditions under which to carry

out the elected activity.

Discussion

The mean main task engagement percentage for all four prOgrams

observed, 85% for the 9797 recorded 30 second intervals, is higher

than the on-task percentages, ranging between 70% and 80%, that have

generally been reported in recent studies of classrooms that include

substantial proportions of learner paced actiyity.(8, 20). Perhaps ,

the fact that the classrooms in the present study had all been recom-

mended as exemplars of their models contributcr, to tilts difference,

as wellkas the fact that there were probably more teachers in the.

present set of classrooms. As this study has demonstrated, however,

the models themselves have much to do with the provision of appropriate

conditions for the learners1 activitt A first implicatibn of this

research is that the sheer percentages of time recorded as "off task"

in classrooms labeled "traditional," "open," or whatever, are rela-

tively meaninglessrwithout a specification of the conditions, e!Te



cially for feedback from teachers, learners, and materials, under

which the observed learners' time in spent (cf.25).

A provocative finding is the reJatively proportionS of time

the children were observed under conditions jointly controlled,by the

teacher and the learner. Interactjun between learners may appear to

he an exception to this, but. except in the Bank,Street classroOms,

it seems, tiilla.ve-been simply a neglected variable of learner, paced,

.1ctivity in basic concerns: thus the frequent observati-bn of learners'

being "allowed" to interact over separate tasks usually ,reflected

e4/11

situation in which the learners' ini.,raction was tolerated up to a

Certain noise jevel, but was not couraged within the frame of the

task expectations. ,Each,of the jo,nily controlled conditions, none-
I,

theless, ;occurred as a deliberate featur of one or' acre of the pro

grams. Bank Street fostered task-r,..late('. interaction between loarners;.

4Zregon, and to A lesser extent Bank Stre7., creatcd partial options;

and Kansas employed both joint teacher-and-learner Pacing and res-

tricted materials feedback.. What was iackimg in all of the.programs

was the consistent combination of these jointly -controlled conditions.

The consistently jointly controlled, seltig, in fitct, was ANCY ob-

served.

Much of the incons tency in the basi( activity settings relates

to this infrequent, and irregular, occurr«,.Nc(: of the jointly controlled

. conditions. The inconsistent setting!, that occNrred mw.t 4reilnently

appear to be sthe result of the ten(.her!, or thei: spon!Jirs, trying to

articulate learner control with teaLlier centrol f)r iw,triKtion in

.._
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basic Concerns, but in the process combining teacher-contvg of. some

of the conditiOns with learner control of others, instead/Of design7

ing settings that were controlled by both the teacher and the learner

consistently among all. the conditions. In an historicaltsenst, the .

jointly controlled setting is onlyvadually,being invented, Joint

control between teacher and learner appears to have been piicial t

Montessori's pedagogy (32). Glaser's recent formulation of an "adap-

tive" mode of instruction, in which both teacher and learner adapt to

each other and the requirements of the task, explicitly includes

joint teacher and learner control over all the conditions focused on

in the present research (151. From a developmental perspective,

joint teacher arid learner control may have to be re- invented in every
_

classroom to some degree. Developmentally, it may occur not as a

step between teachef or learner contr'al, but as a step beyond teacher

or learner control, the resolution of a conflict for control. What

one sees in classroOms that have not taken this step is a polariza-

tion of controls between the teacher and thE learners.
4

At this point a deeper question looms large. Are any controls as

appropriate as,,any o.ther for the accomplishment of an educational aim,

so long as the controls are consistent with one another? From early

in the research the investigator caught glimmers of still more general

,patterns of consistency than those which the data analysis reported

here iS able to capture, consistency not only within the conditions

of teaching-learning, but between these conditions and their in

outcomes. What now emerges is a general hypothesis thayn
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any educational situation, controls of process and controls of out-

come will tend toward congruence. Different controls of the. condi-.

.tions'ofteaching and learning are hypothfsized to be appropriate

for different educational aims.

In an:article written concurwitly with the present article, we

have analyzed not only pedagogical conditions, but the structures of

- different educational goal's themselves, from the standpoint of con-

trol by other, by self, and by self and other jointly (17). Three

classesf educational, goals are recogniZed, goals of community, of

individuation, and of competence. Community is held to entail the

greatest dqgree of control by the collective other, individuation

the strongest control by the self, and competence a" joint control by

a collective other and the self. In a developmental frame of ref-

erence, communities can be maintained and reconstructed more volun-

tarily by individuals who have developed high internal controls,

individuation. entails internalization of the community's controls,

and competence increases as self and others join to stipulate what is

to be controlled. The congruence hypothesis holds that, at different

. levels of individuals' and groups'_development, the presence of a

given constellation of environmental cipontrols signals the general

form,of what is to be accomplished in an activity, as well as pro-

motes its accomplishment through the regulation of control over pac-

ing, feedback, evaluation of the end result of the activity, and

other instrumental proceu-,e. A dynamic interplay Or equilibration

between the perception. of the goal of an activity, and the control

1,4
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of the conditions of the activity, is thus a part of what is implied

by the hypothesis that controls of process and controls of outcome

will tend toward congruence. A congruence of process and outcome in

an educational setting results. when rho participant consistently

takes his criteria for thought and action from self, other, or self

and other jointly.

The occurrence of altern4ive or off'-task activity Can be inter-

4

preted in the framework of the congruence Wypothevis. In so doing,

however., one wants to recogni7e the positive function that learning

theorists have variously ascribed to incongruence or discrepancy

(11, 22 31). Let us stipulate a distinction between 'incongruence'

and 'discrepancy,' reserving the first term for the structural in-

consistencies this argument has been addressed to 'so far, and using

$.7

'discrepancy' to referto the difference between a perceived. present

State and an expected or, intendstate. The reduction of discrep-

ancy in this sense is essential to the accAplishmeAt of a task.
:4

The congruence hypothesis implies' that this descrepancy reduction,

and its attendant'learning,occurs most efficiently and validly when

control of the processes and the per5eived outcome of the activity

are Consistent. increasingly as the settilkg. Recesses and goals, one

could say the means and ends, art experienced by an individual as in-'
A

congruent with one another, the individual disengages from thought-

action directej toward reducing-the discrepancy between present -and

intended state, and shifts toward reducing, or escaping from, the

setting incongruence per se. Where the individual has f 11 control
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over options, this can take the farm of redefining the main task. If

the individual does not have this control, he will oriRnt to an alter-

native task or object that is more compatible with'those onditions

that the individual does or can control. This interpretation of

alternative activity appenTs to be fully consistent with th data of #

the present study.

A_paticular irony of the findings of this research is the con-

,
juncttion of.the nonoccurrence of consistently jointly controlled set-

tings with the high occurrence of settings concerned with the basic

subjects of language arts and arithmetic. A large proportion of

the instruction in these subjects focuSed on concepts and skills

that are central to competence, which the congruence hypothesis

predicts would be most validly, as well as efficiently, achieved

under conditions of joint teacher and learner control. The hypo-
0

thesis receives a modicum of indirect stippOrt from the fact that al-
.

most all of the instances of joint control of one or another condi-

tion were observed in conjunction with instruction that focused on

concepts and skills. The joint controls occurred mainly inbasic

subject activities, but they were also, observed in enrichment

-titY

activities. What the sponsors have created separately they have not

yet putjogether. The implication is that any and all of the pro-

grams.observed could enhance concept and skill achitvement, in basic

.and enrichment activity alike, by integrating the sponsors' joint

controrprocedures.



Thema.im task engagement percentages are themselves, of course,

not sufficient td) predict achievement ofone kind or another. Indeed,

in Fallow Through the sheer amount of time that children have been
0

obseve in basic activity has been the best single predictor of

4 basic achfevement tes? scores (37, 38), and the order of the three

Follow Through programs in our own data on the proportions of time
Y.

giiien to basic activity, Oregon, Kansas, Bank Street, is the sane

'order that ese programs have regularly occupied in the national

evaluations. All of the relevant foillovkThrqugh research, however,

has been 'able to predict achievement to accurately by including,

along with time Spent, variables tha an be related NI the control

conditions of the present study: The most erful approach appears

to be that which Cooley and Emrick (10) have developed to operation-

alize the Carroll Model. The two basic classes of events in this

fo- mulation are time spent on tasks related to the criteria sample

and .0Tficiency.of the instructional environment. The thrust of the

present research is that task engagement is a function of the effi-

ciency of the instructional environment. By multiplying the percen-

tage ,Oftotal time that the children in each Follow Through program

were observed in basic activity, by the mean percentage of this time

that the children in the respective programs were actually engaged in

this activity, the resulting order in the data of the present study

is still Oregon, Kansas, and Bahk Street.

50



It would be fruitful to follow the present study with a set of

more experimental investigations By systematically varying the

control of options, pacing, materials feedback, interaction between

learners, other process variables, and the goals of teach ?ng- learnin

one could obtain data on those combinations of conditions that are

4,,
more scarce'inSfound settings. Doke and Risley's (12) studj, of the

effects of different combinations of teacher or learner initiation of

activity with plentifulness or scarcity of learning materials,

Fisher et al.'s (14) research on the effects of allowing learners to

Choose the difficulty levels of arithmetic problems in a computer

assisted'ins-trwtion setting, Wang's (40) study of the effects of

learners' chodsing the time of day in which to pursue prescribed

tasks, and the mastery learning experiments of Bloom and his stu-

dents (7, 2), all-illustrate experimental approaches that the present

line of investigation could pursue. All of these studies have used

.learners' on-task behavior as a proximal outcome variable.

Ecological observations must. not be abandoned in following a

more experimental course. At the least, the experiments would have;'

to be maintained long enough to see both the more adaptive and the

more stereotyped behavior patterns that appear to have developed ill

the classrooms of the present study some time after the\ instructional

conditions were first established. More generally, ecological obser-

vation is as much concerned with the unintended as with the intended
d

results of intervention. Task engagement presumably predicts much more

thdri achievement on tests. The findings of the present study suggest

C.
t
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that the unintended results of different distributions of pedagogi-

cal controls have just barely been uncovered.

1.
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